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Abstract—In earlier days, most of the data carried on communication networks was
textual data requiring limited bandwidth. With the rise of multimedia and network
technologies, the bandwidth requirements of data have increased considerably. If a
network link at any time is not able to meet the minimum bandwidth requirement of data,
data transmission at that path becomes difficult, which leads to network congestion. This
causes delay in data transmission and might also lead to packet drops in the network.
The retransmission of these lost packets would aggravate the situation and jam the
network. In this paper, we aim at providing a solution to the problem of network
congestion in mobile ad hoc networks [1, 2] by designing a protocol that performs routing
intelligently and minimizes the delay in data transmission. Our Objective is to move the
traffic away from the shortest path obtained by a suitable shortest path calculation
algorithm to a less congested path so as to minimize the number of packet drops during
data transmission and to avoid unnecessary delay. For this we have proposed a protocol
named as Congestion Aware Selection Of Path With Efficient Routing (CASPER). Here, a
router runs the shortest path algorithm after pruning those links that violate a given set of
constraints. The proposed protocol has been compared with two link state protocols
namely, OSPF [3, 4] and OLSR [5, 6, 7, 8].The results achieved show that our protocol
performs better in terms of network throughput and transmission delay in case of bulky
data transmission.
Keywords—Routing, Multimedia Networks, Congestion-aware Selection, MANET, CASPER,
Performance Evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) [1,2] have the property of unstable link connectivity
between nodes that keeps on breaking and then reforming due to the mobility of the nodes. As
the links are highly unstable, the link bandwidth too keeps on changing. Due to this feature of
MANETs, transmission of bulky data with high bandwidth requirements might become a problem. The protocol proposed in this work aims at eradicating this problem. This protocol is a link
state protocol that maintains the link state of all the nodes in the network.

1.1 Motivation and Contributions
The use of a congestion reduction technique is important while transmitting bulky data in
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MANETs. Due to the different bandwidths of links between nodes in MANETs, the shortest
path in terms of number of hop counts between two nodes may not always be suitable to transmit bulky data having high bandwidth requirement. Moreover, not all the links between the
nodes in a network may satisfy the minimum bandwidth requirement of the data. This causes
unnecessary delay and jitter and also drops the packet delivery ratio considerably. In order to
cure this problem, we have devised a new protocol CASPER that applies congestion reduction
technique while transmitting data packets. It calculates constrained shortest path between nodes
in a circular restricted topology. Application of the Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) algorithm in OSPF has already been suggested in [9]. Our Protocol also helps in reducing the number of control packets as lesser number of nodes are involved in the shortest path calculation.
This further helps in the routing process due to the inclusion of only those nodes that lie in the
restricted circular topology. It lessens the probability of congestion in the network as only those
links are processed, which satisfy the minimum bandwidth criteria depending upon the bandwidth of the message to be transmitted. It also leads to an efficient usage of the routing table
space as only those routes are stored, which are obtained through constrained circular routing.
Our protocol uses OSPF [3, 4] as the base protocol. OSPF [3, 4] is a very popular link state routing protocol which calculates path between nodes using a suitable shortest path algorithm. Various adjacency reduction techniques [20, 21] and traffic engineering [22, 23] have already been
implemented in OSPF, however, our algorithm provides yet another way to achieve congestion
reduction in MANETs. Also there are protocols that target energy saving that have been reported such as the DEESR scheme [24].
The paper has been divided into six sections. Section 2 describes the existing link state protocols used in MANETS. Sections 3 and 4 present the algorithm and the pseudo code of the proposed protocol, respectively. Section 5 presents the simulation metrics and the analysis of the
proposed protocol CASPER based on the results of the simulation. Finally, Section 6 presents
the conclusion and the future work that can be carried out of this work. Sections 6, 7 and 8 present the conclusion, future work and references, respectively.

2. BENCHMARK PROTOCOLS USED
As the proposed protocol is a link state protocol, it has been compared with OSPF and OLSR
which are the other link state protocols used in MANETs. The following sub-sections present a
brief overview of these routing protocols. Section 2.1 explains the OSPF protocol [3, 4] which is
a link state interior gateway protocol used in MANETS. Section 2.3 contains explanation for the
OLSR protocol [5, 6, 7, 8]. Our protocol uses OSPF as the base protocol and adds-on the constrained circular routing technique to it. Section 2.3 explains the Constrained Shortest path calculation algorithm that is not new to our research.

2.1 Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
OSPF [3,4] is an interior gateway protocol that maintains link state database for efficient routing between nodes. It floods the routing information to obtain a complete overview of the network topology. The data exchanges that take place during this process are called Link State Advertisements (LSA) [3, 4]. Each router stores these LSA’s in its Link State Database (LSDB).
OSPF uses a shortest path algorithm to find and store the shortest path from one node to another.
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Dijkstra's algorithm determines the least cost path from a router to other nodes. A periodic
broadcast of the updates about the state of its links is done by each router to synchronize its
LSDB. All links between nodes are assigned a cost. It selects the best route by finding the minimum cost path from the source to the destination. Each node also maintains a routing table to
store paths to other nodes in the network.
OSPF keeps track of the state of all the links between various nodes in a network topology,
which makes it a Link State Protocol. Routers that share a link become neighbors and each
neighbor is elected via exchange of Hello packets. These Hello packets are multicast periodically and are used to determine if the neighbor is up. A router becomes neighbor of another
router if it sees itself mentioned in the routers Hello packet. This guarantees a two way communication between routers.
After forming neighbors, the next step is the formation of Adjacencies routers. Adjacency
routers are routers that connect to a common network. They are responsible for database exchange and synchronization of their LSDBs.
For reducing the amount of information exchange on a particular segment, OSPF performs
election of a Designated Router and a Backup Designated Router, on each multi access segment.
This Designated Router acts as a central point for information exchange as every router exchanges information with a Designated Router instead of exchanging with every other node in
the segment. This information is then replayed to every other router by the Designated Router. A
Backup Designated Router is elected to replace the Designated Router incase it goes down. The
election of Designated Router and Backup Designated Router is done through an election algorithm. In our protocol, we have taken the whole network area to be a single autonomous system.

2.2 Optimized Link State Routing
The Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) is a MANET protocol that operates as a
table driven, proactive protocol, i.e., it exchanges topology information with other nodes of the
network regularly. It uses Hello messages to discover link state information between nodes in a
network and uses Topology Control (TC) messages [5, 6, 7, 8] to distribute this information
throughout the mobile ad-hoc network. Each node uses this topology information to compute the
next hop destinations to other nodes.
A set of neighbors of each node is selected as "multipoint relays" (MPR) [10,11] by the node
for forwarding control traffic. The MPR’s are selected by each node such that, there exists a path
to each of its neighbor via MPR. Multipoint relays (MPRs) are selected by a node from amongst
its one hop neighbors. These MPR nodes are used to forward TC messages for spreading link
state information in the network. MPR has accessibility to the nodes which selected it as MPR.
The route calculation procedure requires the MPR nodes to form route from a source node to
destination.
OLSR does not employ a Designated Router like OSPF. Rather it has MPRs which facilitate
efficient routing and minimize the overhead of flooding messages in the network through reduction of unnecessary transmissions in an area. Each node maintains information about the set of
neighbors that has selected as MPR through the use of Hello Messages.

2.3 Constrained Shortest Path First
This algorithm is not new to our paper and has also been used in [9]. CSPF [9] algorithm cal-
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culates the shortest path between the nodes after discarding those links that violate a given set of
constraints. These constraints can be: minimum bandwidth required per link, end-to-end delay,
maximum number of links traversed, etc. The constraint used in our protocol is minimum bandwidth requirement per link. The concept of Constrained Shortest Path First has been explained
with the help of a diagram.
Consider this network where a route has to be computed from router-1 to the router-6.The
route should satisfy the bandwidth constraint of 60- units, and link cost for each link is based on
hop-count. Based on this requirement CSPF will give a path of 1 → 4 → 5 → 6 as it satisfies
the minimum bandwidth requirement of the message. A simple OSPF would select either the
path 1 → 2 → 3 → 6 or 1 → 4 → 5 → 6 with equal probability. However, the path 1
→ 2 → 3 → 4 will cause congestion in this case and should be avoided as the link between
node 1 and 2 does not satisfy the minimum bandwidth requirement of the message.
OLSR [5, 6, 7, 8] and OSPF [3, 4] do not provide any provisions for sensing the link quality.
As will be seen later, on the other hand, CASPER proves to be a better protocol than OSPF and
OLSR while dealing with bulky messages. This is due to the congestion reduction technique
used in CASPER, which is not present in the other two protocols. CASPER employs Constrained Shortest path calculation between the source and the destination nodes in a circular restricted topology.

3. PROPOSED PROTOCOL
In this paper, we have proposed a circle based routing technique for forwarding data. Instead
of calculating and storing the path from the source node to all the nodes in the topology, we calculate and store the path from the source node to the destination node having only those intermediate nodes that lie in a restricted circular topology created by our algorithm. Also the shortest path is calculated such that it satisfies the minimum bandwidth requirement of the data to be
sent so as to minimize the chances of congestion in the network. Thus, instead of sending the
complete topology graph for shortest path calculation, we send a portion of the graph extracted
using constrained circular routing technique. This technique helps in reducing the number of
control packets as lesser number of nodes are involved in the shortest path calculation and which
is so in the routing process as well. This reduces the probability of congestion in the network.
This is due to the fact, that, this is done in order to satisfy the minimum bandwidth criteria taking into consideration the bandwidth requirement of the message that needs to be transmitted.
This further helps in better routing table space since only those routes that are obtained through
the constrained circular routing are stored in the routing table. This is explained through Figure
1, where the number mentioned in units for a link between two nodes represents the bandwidth
of the link.
Suppose the source node, Node 1 wants to send data to Node 6. Node 1 first obtains the location information of the destination and its neighbor nodes. It then finds the midpoint of the
straight line distance between itself and Node 6.The distance between the midpoint and Node 1
is then used as the radius to restrict the topology circularly and we consider only those nodes
that lie inside this circle for Constrained Shortest Path calculation.
In this example Node 2 and Node 5 lie inside the circle and so are used for path calculation.
Let us say that the bandwidth required for the message to be sent by Node 1 is 60 units. It is seen
that the current topology does not satisfy the minimum bandwidth requirement of the message
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Fig. 1: Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) [17]

Fig. 2. Illustration of the Constrained Circular Routing

and may cause congestion, hence, the radius of the topology is increased by the initial value of
the radius and the constrained shortest path calculation is carried out. In case no route is found
after incrementing the radius, the radius is again incremented and CSPF calculation is done. The
radius is always increased by an amount equal to the distance between the source node and the
midpoint. In case no path is found after incrementing the radius, the Constrained Shortest Path
calculation is carried out on the complete topology and a path is tried to be found.
Section 3.1 deals with assumptions related to the algorithm. Section 3.2 explains the basic
procedure of routing used in CASPER.

3.1 Assumptions
The various assumptions made while designing the algorithm are as below:
▪ The node is capable of extracting location coordinates of itself by querying its GPS device [12].
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▪ A node can obtain the location information of the destination node as well as the neighbor
nodes using a suitable location updating algorithm.
▪ Nodes have moderate speed and all nodes fully participate in forwarding data to other
nodes. The Network Topology does not change frequently.

3.2 Topology Restriction Algorithm
▪ Find Source and Destination Coordinates.
▪ Find midpoint of the straight line joining Source node and Destination node.
▪ With midpoint as center and radius (calculated using Radius Calculation Algorithm) draw a
circle and include Source node, Destination node and other nodes within the circle in the
final topology.

3.3 Radius Calculation Algorithm
▪ Take one half of the distance between midpoint (calculated in the Topology Restriction Algorithm) and Source node as Radius (First Radius) in 1st iteration and find route between
Source and Destination Node after applying Topology Restriction Algorithm.
▪ If no route between Source and Destination Node is found in 1st iteration update Radius as
Radius = Radius + First Radius.
▪ If no route between Source and Destination Node is found in 2nd iteration, then update Radius as Radius = Radius + First Radius.
▪ Else, if no route is found in 3rd iteration also, consider Whole Topology for path calculation.

3.4 Constrained Shortest Path First Algorithm
This algorithm is not original to our research and has been explained in section 2. Here each
link between nodes in the topology is compared with the message bandwidth to prune out those
links that do not satisfy the minimum bandwidth criteria and may lead to congestion in network.
Only those links that have bandwidth greater or equal than message are chosen for shortest path
calculation.

3.5 Basic procedure for Data Forwarding
▪ If route table exists, the source host consults the table, looks up the route to destination
node, and forwards the packet.
▪ Otherwise, it invokes the procedure Changed Route Discovery (), explained in Section 3.6.
▪ If no node is found within the range to forward the data packet, then the procedure Original_Route Discovery () is invoked.

3.6 Changed_Route_Discovery()
Here the Topology Restriction, Radius Calculation and CSPF methods are invoked.
▪ Source and Destination Coordinates are extracted.
▪ The Midpoint of the straight line joining the Source and Destination Node is calculated.
▪ With Midpoint as center and Radius calculated using Radius Calculation Algorithm an
imaginary circle is drawn, only the topology inside the circle and Source and Destination
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▪
▪
▪

▪

Nodes is considered.
Route calculation from source to destination node is done using Constrained Shortest Path
First Algorithm.
If no route exists, Radius is doubled and Topology restriction method () is invoked again
and route is calculated; else Data Packet is forwarded to Destination.
If no Route exists on increasing Topology, then Radius = Radius + First Radius and Topology restriction method () is invoked again and route is calculated; else Data Packet is forwarded to Destination.
Else; if no route found within this topology Original_Route_Discovery() is invoked.

3.7 Original_Route_Discovery()
▪ The Whole Topology containing all the available nodes is used for Constrained Shortest
Path First Calculation between all the nodes.
▪ The Route between Source and Destination Node is looked up in the routing table.
▪ If route exists, Data Packet is forwarded.
▪ Else; Packet is dropped as no route exists.
The flowchart in Figure 3 shows how Data Forwarding is performed. If there is a message
which needs to be transmitted, the route is discovered for it. Every node which lies in the circle
drawn with radius R (calculated using Radius Calculation Algorithm) is considered for route

Fig. 3. Flowchart Depicting Data Transfer between Nodes
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selection. Each time when the protocol fails to find a suitable route, it increases radius by a factor of First Radius and repeats the above procedure till the iterations < 3, after which the complete topology is considered for CSPF calculation. If no route CSPF route exists in the whole
topology between source and destination node, then that packet is dropped.

4. ALGORITHM
The pseudo-code for the algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm: CASPER
PARAMETERS
▪ N: Total Nodes in the complete Network Topology.
▪ nodeData: Array which stores information about all nodes in simulation.
▪ Candidatelist : Array of nodes eligible for CSPF calculation
BEGIN
Message msg; /* message packet to be transmitted */
If( src != NULL && dest != NULL)
{
Check Route table for available route to destination.
If route satisfies message bandwidth requirements -> forward message
Else
{
radius = ½ line(dest, src); //Func to find straight line between src & dest
mid = midpoint(dest,src); //Func to find midpoint of line joining src & dest
first_radius = radius;
for(j=1 ; j<3 && !flag ; j++)
{
for(i=0 ; i<N ; i++)
{
if((nodeDate[i].x- mid.x)^2 +(nodeData[i].y- mid.y)^2 < radius^2)
candidatelist[i] = nodeData[i];
}
while(candidatelist->size >0)
{
Calculate CSPF distance from this node to other nodes in the area covered by circle;
}
if( getroute(dest,src)) flag=1; // function to find route between src & dest
}
if(!flag)
{ Apply CSPF algorithm on complete topology
if(getroute(dest,src)) Forward Packet;
else Drop Packet;
}
}
}
END
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5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance evaluation of the proposed protocol was conducted through simulation
analysis using the Qualnet 5.0 simulation package [13,14,15]. The simulations were performed
by varying the number of nodes and the mobility of the nodes in the network. The various parameters considered for performance evaluation are discussed in Section 5.1 and the simulation
results are described in Section 5.2.

5.1 Performance Metrics
The performance metrics such as throughput, Packet Delivery Ratio, Average End to End Delay and average jitter that were used for the sake of evaluation of our proposed protocol are discussed in this section.
▪ Throughput: It is the number of data packets transferred over a period of time. It is usually
measured in bits per second.
▪ Packet Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio of the number of packets received over the number of
packets transmitted.
▪ Average End To End Delay: It is the Average Delay in the transmission of packet from
source node to destination node.
▪ Average Jitter: Packets from the source will reach the destination with different delays due
to various factors like network congestion, etc. This variation in delay is known as jitter.

5.2 Simulation Settings and Results
The general settings of simulation are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. General Simulation Settings
Name
Terrain Dimensions
Maximum speed
Radio Transmission power
CBR Traffic
Number of nodes
Message Bandwidth Requirement
Node placement
Mobility model
MAC Protocol
Network Protocol
PHY-NOISE-FACTOR
PHY-TEMPERATURE
Propagation Channel Frequency
Propagation Limit
Antenna Gain
Antenna Efficiency
Antenna Height
Antenna Model
Link Cost

Value
(1500X1500) m2
30 m/s
15 dB
2
30
800 units
Nodes input
Random Waypoint
IEEE 802.11 [16]
IPv4 [19]
7.0 dB
290 K
2.4e9 Hz
-111.0 dB
0.0
0.8
1.5 m
Omni-directional
500 – 1000 units
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The simulation results are shown with the help of graphs depicted in the next figures.
As can be seen from Figure 4, CASPER performs better than OSPF and OLSR in terms of
throughput. This is due to the fact that even with the increased mobility, the packet drops in
CASPER are less as it involves congestion reduction mechanism achieved through constrained
circular routing. The number of nodes processed in CASPER is also less as most unnecessary
nodes get eliminated during the CSPF and circular routing process. In OSPF and OLSR there is
no such elimination of unnecessary nodes. OLSR does not perform link database synchronization using a reliable algorithm as done in OSPF and CASPER. Hence, it floods topology data
often enough to make sure that the database does not remain unsynchronized for extended periods of time. This may lead to broken links and thus more packet drops.
The average end to end delay for the three protocols versus mobility is shown Figure 5. When
compared with each other OLSR gives the best delay whereas OSPF shows worst delay.

Fig. 4. Throughput Vs. Mobility Of Nodes

Fig. 5. Average End To End Delay Vs Mobility of Nodes
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CASPER lies between OLSR and OSPF in terms of average end to end delay. OLSR gives best
delay due to the fact that here the forwarding path for Topology Control messages is not shared
among all nodes. Only a subset of nodes disseminates link state information. Only the links representing MPR selections are advertised. Since here information about only necessary links is maintained the delay in creating routing and neighbor table is less as compared to OSPF where path
from a node to all the nodes in the topology is calculated and stored. In CASPER, the path between
all the nodes is not calculated. Only those nodes are considered for path calculations, which are
probably going to be involved in the routing process. Hence, its delay is less than that of OSPF.
The plots in Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that when the three schemes are compared with each
other, it is found that OLSR gives the best jitter. The performance of CASPER lies between
OLSR and OSPF. In OLSR information about all the links is not maintained as explained previously, hence the delay in creating routing and neighbor table is less as compared to OSPF where

Fig. 6. Average Jitter Vs Mobility Of Nodes

Fig. 7. Average Jitter Vs Pause Time
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all possible links are calculated and stored and then shortest path is calculated. In CASPER not
all links are processed but only those which fulfill the constrained circular routing criteria. The
average jitter for CASPER remains uniform with increase in node mobility and pause time as
clear from the respective figures.
The Packet Delivery Ratio for CASPER is greater than OSPF and OLSR when mobility is
varied due to the congestion reduction mechanism applied in CASPER. The number of packet
drops is less and packets are transmitted through links that satisfy the minimum criteria specified
by constrained circular routing algorithm. OSPF and OLSR contain no such mechanism and
hence the packet drops here are more due to congestion in network.
As can be seen from Figure 9, CASPER performs better than OSPF and OLSR in terms of
throughput. Also as the pause time is increased the throughput improves. This is due to the fact
that the packet drops in CASPER are less as it involves congestion removal mechanism

Fig. 8. Packet Delivery Ratio Vs Mobility Of Nodes

Fig. 9. Throughput Vs Pause Time
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achieved through constrained circular routing. Most unnecessary nodes get eliminated during the
CSPF and circular routing process in CASPER. Also link database synchronization is done more
frequently in CASPER and OSPF as compared to OLSR, which reduces the probability of
dropped packets in CASPER. Hence, the overall the throughput of the network increases. The
throughput for CASPER is appreciable at higher pause time as link breaks are less.
Figure 10 depicts the performance of the three protocols with varying pause time. As can be
observed, OLSR gives the best delay and OSPF shows worst delay while CASPER lies between
OLSR and OSPF. The Delay for OLSR does not change much with increasing pause time.
CASPER gives less Delay at higher pause times due to less link breakage at increased pause
time. The path selection in CASPER is always better than in OSPF under congested circumstances. Therefore, the performance of CASPER is better than that of OSPF.
Due to efficient routing mechanism and congestion reduction mechanism employed in
CASPER its performance in terms of average jitter is better than OSPF as is evident from the
Figure 11. Moreover, as the pause time increases the jitter remains almost constant.
As terrain dimensions increase some links get broken as nodes move away from the transmis-

Fig. 10. Average End To End Delay Vs Pause Time

Fig. 11. Average Jitter Vs Pause Time
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sion range of other nodes. This leads to processing of all the nodes in topology and link updating
process in OSPF and OLSR. CASPER processes only certain nodes that are included in the circular topology at a time. Therefore, lesser links get updated in the proposed CASPER protocol.
Figure 12 shows that CASPER performs better than OSPF with increased terrain dimensions.
As can be seen from Figure 13, CASPER performs better than OSPF and OLSR in terms of
throughput. As the terrain dimension is increased the throughput remains almost constant for
CASPER. Higher throughput is a result of lesser packet drops in CASPER as it involves congestion removal mechanism achieved through constrained circular routing. As the terrain dimensions increase the distance between the nodes increase and some nodes are removed from the
transmission range of other nodes. CASPER performs an efficient check that processes only
those nodes that lie within a circle of varying radius. Only those nodes that lie in the transmission range of certain other nodes within the circle are processed. Thus the number of nodes
processed in CASPER is less as most unnecessary nodes get eliminated during the CSPF and

Fig. 12. Average Jitter Vs Terrain Dimensions

Fig. 13. Throughput Vs Terrain Dimensions
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circular routing process. In OSPF and OLSR there is no such elimination of unnecessary nodes.
With increase in terrain dimensions certain links break and the processing of all the nodes in the
topology is restarted. OLSR doesn’t perform link database synchronization using a reliable algorithm as done in OSPF and CASPER. So it floods topology data often enough to make sure that
the database does not remain unsynchronized for long time. This may lead to broken links and
so more packet drops.
As can be observed from Figure 14, the delay in transmission produced in case of CASPER is
less than OSPF, but more than OLSR. Both CASPER and OSPF give less jitter with increase in
terrain dimensions. OLSR gives constant jitter at all terrain dimensions. CASPER performs better
than OSPF due to the application of congestion reduction mechanism and efficient routing of data.
From Figure 15 and Figure 16, it can be observed that the average jitter and end to end delay
for CASPER lies between OSPF and OLSR. In CASPER not all links are processed but only

Fig. 14. Average End To End Delay Vs Terrain Dimensions

Fig. 15. Average Jitter Vs Number Of Nodes
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those which fulfill the constrained circular routing criteria. As the number of nodes increases,
OSPF has to do more calculations to calculate link information between every node. CASPER
on the other hand processes only a few certain nodes. Hence, CASPER shows improvement over
OSPF. OLSR gives constant jitter and delay with the increasing number of nodes.
As can be seen from Figure 17, CASPER performs better than OSPF and OLSR in terms of
throughput. Also as the network becomes denser the throughput improves. This is due to the fact
that the packet drops in CASPER are less as it involves congestion removal mechanism
achieved through constrained circular routing. The number of nodes processed in CASPER is
also less as most unnecessary nodes get eliminated during the CSPF and circular routing process.
In OSPF there is no such elimination of unnecessary nodes. OLSR does not perform link database synchronization using a reliable algorithm as done in OSPF and CASPER. Hence, it floods

Fig. 16. Average End To End Delay Vs Number Of Nodes

Fig. 17. Throughput Vs Number Of Nodes
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the topology data periodically to make sure that the database does not remain unsynchronized
for a long period of time. Else, this may lead to broken links and so more packet drops.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
There is a need for congestion free and efficient routing protocols to make Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) more useful in transmitting data with high bandwidth requirement. The
CASPER protocol takes care of the bandwidth requirement of data while transmitting it. It not only
minimizes delay, it also maximizes the throughput in a network during routing. It decreases the
average drop in packets and shows an improvement in terms of reduction of traffic congestion by
taking care of the bandwidth requirements of the data to be transmitted. Moreover, the unnecessary
calculations and processing of each node is avoided, thereby saving time. It is also space efficient
as it involves less storage consumption in routing tables because only the constrained shortest paths
from a source to the destination node and intermediate nodes are stored at a time instead of paths
between all possible nodes in topology, which are not even involved in routing. OSPF and OLSR
store paths between all nodes before beginning the routing process. All these are the improvements
of CASPER over OSPF. CASPER has also been compared with OLSR and shows improvements
in terms of throughput and packet delivery ratio during routing of bulky data.
CASPER has been compared with OSPF and OLSR because it is a link state MANET protocol just as these are and it uses OSPF as its base protocol. In the future, we plan to compare it
with other congestion aware MANET protocols. Currently, the protocol works by considering
the whole topological area as one autonomous system. In future it can be implemented for areas
divided into more than one autonomous system; each having its own designated router. Furthermore, the incremental SPF technique designed by CISCO [18] can be incorporated to make
CASPER even more efficient under congested scenarios.
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